.59 Zoological principles

Class here biolinguistics

Class evolutionary psychology of language in 401.9; class language acquisition from the viewpoint of psycholinguistics in 401.93. Class biolinguistics of a specific linguistic topic with the topic in 410, plus notation 0159 from Table 1, e.g., biolinguistics of grammar 415.0159

For medical aspects of biolinguistics, see the aspect in 610, e.g., neurolinguistics 612.82336

.9 Psychological principles, language acquisition, speech perception

Notation 019 from Table 1 as modified below

Including speech errors

Class here psycholinguistics

Class biolinguistics in 401.59; class speech errors in language acquisition in 401.93; class psychology of bilingualism in 404.2019

See also 306.44 for sociolinguistics

See Manual at 401.43 vs. 306.44, 401.45, 401.9, 412, 415

.93 Language acquisition

Class language acquisition from the viewpoint of biolinguistics in 401.59

See also 418.0071 for study and teaching of language; also 418.4019 for psychology of reading

See Manual at 407.1, T1—071 vs. 401.93, T4—019, 410.71, 418.0071, T4—80071